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INTRODUCTION 

your dreams are the evidence that your mind wanders off into mystery at night. When you sleep, your 

waking mind with all of its logical processing and structure mostly shuts down and your dreaming mind 

comes alive! In this space, anything can and does happen.  

I consider your dreams to be like fish living in the water of your unconscious mind. When awake, you 

can visit the shoreline and sail on the surface of your unconscious, but you must capture a dream and 

bring it onto the dry land of consciousness in order to digest its nourishing content.  

Humans have been fishing for dreams as long as we’ve walked the planet. This Dream Fishing Guide is a 

tool to help you catch your own dreams so that you can learn from them.  
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HELLO, 

I’m Pam Muller (aka Sweet Georgia Pam) and I’m so excited that you’re interested in dream fishing like 

me! I have been studying mankind’s efforts to capture, understand and learn from dreams for more 

than a decade. My relationship to dreams began during a deeply personal journey of pain that lasted for 

several years. In that dark night of my soul, I turned to my dreams to figure out how to navigate the 

interior landscape of personal challenge.  

Dreams showed up when I needed them most and gave me a new and interesting way to understand 

what I was experiencing. Dreams became a source of great soulful healing for me and to this day I visit 

the sea of sleep every night fishing for dream after dream after dream. 

They have so much wisdom to offer you and in my experience they will show up if you approach them 

gently and allow them to surface in their own way. This Dream Fishing Guide is my go to practice for 

enhancing dream recall. It includes the basic set up for catching a dream and a few options and tips for 

better success. 

It is my go-to method, but it’s not the only method. In fact, I am so excited for you to catch a dream for 

yourself, that I’m inspired to share a bonus idea-  

BONUS: 

If the steps below feel too difficult, another way to inspire dream recall is to learn something new and 

challenging. Life challenges tend to increase your mental activity during the day and night. When your 

mind is working hard to solve a difficult problem or to learn complex new information, your dreams are 

more intense, and that can make your dream recall clearer. 

So, there we are Darling- you know a little bit about me. I know a little bit about you; namely, that you 

want to lean into the depths and mystery of your soul by way of your nighttime dream landscape. And 

we both want you to have sweet (& memorable) dreams! 

Wishing you the best success dream fishing and remember if you need anything, find yourself stumped 

by the task at hand, or want to share your experience- I’m right here! Reach out to me on fb, Instagram, 

twitter, or in my personal inbox (sweetgeorgiapam@gmail.com). 

 

~ Kindest regards,  

    Pam 

sweetgeorgiapam.com 
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THE GOAL 

to cast your intention out into the sea of sleep and catch a dream (or two) 

WHAT YOU NEED  

a comfortable place to sleep,  

a stretch of time for snoozing,  

a recording device,  

this Dream Fishing Guide 

OPTIONAL 

 a friend to share your catch with afterwards,  

a copy of 33 Ways to Work with Your Dreams,  

a dream dictionary (or a bookmarked webpage of the same topic),  

an intention for specific guidance on an issue, 

4-7 days in a row to practice dream fishing (because sometimes it takes a while for the fish to bite) 

What to do: 

1. PLAN AHEAD-  

read this fishing guide several hours before sleeping. This will give you ample time to process 

the suggestions and plan your fishing adventure 

 

2. VISIT THE SEA OF SLEEP-  

get to know the sea of sleep and where dreams find their home. Every dreamer is unique so 

learning to pay attention to your dreams will be unique to your dreaming landscape.  

Sleep occurs in stages which cycle from 1-2 (lightly sleeping, easily awakened) to 4-5 (deepest 

sleep, can’t be awakened easily). Over the course of a night, we generally tend to move in this 

sleep stage order (with the first cycle taking about 45 minutes and subsequent cycles taking up 

to 90 minutes) 1…2…3…4…2…3…4…5…2…3…4…5…2…3…4…5…  

 

Dreams used to be thought to occur only during R.E.M. sleep (Rapid Eye Movement), the stage 

of sleeping when the eyes can be seen darting right and left beneath the eye lids. This is usually 

sleep stages 3 and 4. Interestingly, recent research has proven that dreams can occur at any 

stage of sleeping. But still, the R.E.M. sleep stage is the most active and consistent dream state 

and usually produces the most story-like dreams; other stages of sleep have been shown to 

produce briefer dream images or more disjointed dreams.  

 

Since dreams tend to live in select stages of the sleep cycle, it makes sense that waking during or 

just after these stages are more likely to produce dream recall. Some people even set alarms to 

wake themselves up every 45 or 90 minutes in order to capture vivid dreams! The best way to 

know your own sleep is to pay attention to how long you were sleeping and how you felt upon 

waking; this can help you get an idea of you awoke during a light sleep stage or during a deep 

sleep stage. If I wake up from a nap feeling groggy, then I know I was asleep long enough to 
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move past stages 1 and 2. If I wake up feeling like I don’t know what day it is then I can guess I 

was awakened during the deepest stages 4 & 5.  

 

The more you understand about how sleep works, the more you begin to understand how 

dreams work! There are many variations to sleep cycles and there are many things that 

influence the regularity of each dreamer’s sleep, like screens before bedtime, medications, food 

and alcohol consumption, and stress. But starting with the basics helps you inspect ways your 

own sleep might deviate from general sleep patterns. 

 

3. INSPECT YOUR EQUIPMENT-  

examine your sleep routine and adjust it as needed to include these elements 

 

~ a steady sleep routine  

~ a blank journal and pen for writing, or an app for recording audio notes on your phone 

~ a sleep set up that induces optimal comfort (sturdy head and neck support, slightly cool 

temperature, ample covers as necessary, no screens or lighting, a soft steady background noise 

like a fan or white noise as needed) 

~ a simple intention to pay attention to your sleep and dreams 

 

optional elements to add 

 

~ relaxing activity to wind down in preparation for sleep (read a book, take a bath, meditate) 

~ change sheets on bed to inspire and invigorate sleeping 

~ a special crystal or gemstone in pillow case, under mattress or set on top of dream journal to 

encourage dream recall (moonstone for dreams, amethyst for relaxation, labradorite for 

mystery, clear quartz for clarity, rose quartz for love) 

~ audio track of peaceful nature sounds as you drift off to sleep 

 

4. SET OUT YOUR NET-  

to set the scene before sleeping, decide how you will capture your dream. Will you record it in 

writing or will you make an audio note of the dream? If writing, put pen and paper as close to 

your pillow as possible (like on the bedside table, or on the ground just beside your bed). Climb 

into bed and then open the journal. Write a few words about your intention to dream, to 

remember a dream and what you hope will happen.  

 

If you will be recording audio instead, put your phone nearby. Be sure your phone is on do not 

disturb and your screen is off an hour before sleep.  

 

As you go to sleep, try to keep your mind on sleep and dreams. Imagine a dream or imagine 

yourself waking up the next morning with a very exciting and vivid dream. If anxiety creeps in 

and you feel pressure building up, just become aware of it and settle back down. Remind 

yourself that you have your whole lifetime to master this process and that tonight is no big deal.  
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Know that your dreams might shy away at first. Plan to continue fishing until you get used to this 

routine and the pressure subsides (up to 7 days). 

 

5. CAST OUT INTO THE SEA-  

decide, set the mood, follow the steps and go to sleep; be ready to record a few words upon 

waking every single morning until you make a catch. Even recording, “I don’t recall anything” is 

helpful as it sets your practice into motion and signals the dreaming mind that you’re willing to 

listen. 

 

6. WHEN YOU GET A NIBBLE, BE REAL STILL-  

even the smallest evidence that you’re dreaming counts as dream recall and is worth writing 

down when you wake up. In fishing, when the cork twitches, the natural impulse of every new 

fisherperson is to react with a mighty jerk on the line- hoping to catch whatever is nibbling on 

the bait. But the best thing to do is to get still and wait. Fish are timid creatures and scare easily. 

The best anglers know how to become alert when that line bumps for the first time and how to 

wait in total stillness for the next clue that a fish is on the line.  

 

In sleeping when the alarm goes off, it’s like yanking on that fishing line hoping to snag a dream 

by the sudden jolt. But in reality, upon waking its best to lie perfectly still for a few moments 

and see if there’s any dream recall that surfaces in that waking stillness. If you get even a faint 

memory of a dream, stay still. Don’t try and capture it in writing right away- just be with the 

faint memory and invite it to come into clarity. This patience has paid off many times for me and 

for dreamers I’ve worked with; even if the dream doesn’t come back to its full vivid experience, 

some details will come back and you’ll have more to write when you do ease into recording 

what you recall. 

 

You can also try retracing your sleep positions. This works on occasion for me when I can almost 

see the dream but it still feels too far out of reach. When that happens, I gently shift my body 

into the various sleep positions I like best.  

 

7. LET THE DREAM COME TO YOU-  

it has been shown time and again that when a person turns her mind to dreams, the dreams 

respond by showing up (eventually). Trust in your own mind to reward your efforts with a vivid 

dream.  Give it time, stay consistent for up to a week, and trust your dreams to show up for you.   

 

8. HAUL IN YOUR CATCH-  

when it happens, when your dreams show up in your net, record them with as much detail as 

possible; please don’t put pressure on yourself though, as that only suppresses dream recall.  

 

Just write a thorough recount of your memory. If something is vague or fuzzy, write that as well. 
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For example, “…and then something happened (don’t recall) and I felt calm…” 

Once you capture the dream, you’ll have it for good. Then it’s time to find space to unpack the 

dream with someone, work through a dream dictionary or other dream book, find an expert, or 

just be grateful for the dream and move on happily knowing that you had a successful dream 

fishing trip! 

 

9. REPEAT. 

 

 

Darling, 

I believe that exploring the playful language of your nighttime dreams 

can lead you into the depths of your soul and tell you things you need 

to know about yourself. 

In dreams, you have an endless supply of material for your own inner 

work. Let me teach you how to tap into that wellspring.  

You have a story to tell. I promise your dreams are helping you tell it. 

Learn to listen! 

 

LEARN MORE 

 
 

https://www.sweetgeorgiapam.com/dreams-cover

